Click The Header Above For Hunting Gear!

Hunting Is A Great Sport, Thank God We Have It!
Below There Is Some Great Hunting Sites And Products!

Article 1: A History Of Hunting
Hunting game for food, clothing and shelter is a big part of the story of the human race. It predates the
human civilization we know today in many ways. There are many discoveries that are being made that
confirm that notion. An Asian fossilized spearhead discovered recently was dated at over 16,000 years
old, for example. There is also evidence that we used larger animals for food almost two million years
ago.
The earliest form of hunting involved, as far as the experts can tell, involved weapons like spears or
bow and arrows shot from a distance. Believe it or not, our ancestors caught their food using the same
method we use to catch the bus to work when we’re late. We ran after it. Before he learned to use long
range weapons, early man had no other way of catching his dinner than being persistent and wearing it
down over a long trek, sometimes even in the oppressive midday heat. Some early hunters would chase
antelope over 20 miles in heat over 100 degrees. Persistence hunting would be the order of the day.
African hunters would chase a Kudu, which is an early version of the antelope, by startling the animal
so it ran away. They would chase the beast at a fast pace, and, while the faster Kudu would always be
further ahead, the hunters would catch up to it when it took time to rest in the shade. The hunter would
eventually finish the animal off with a spear, but not until he was at close range. This type of hunting is
still practised in Southern Africa.
With changes in human society, hunting evolved. As we began to grow our own food and keep animals,
hunting became a specialized task. Not just the traditional masculine endeavour anymore, hunting
became a specific duty with tradesmen acquiring precise training. The other trend was hunting
becoming the sport and leisure domain of the upper classes. It was here that the English word ‘game’
became common.
Hunting has had other effects on our modern society as well. Various animals have been used to aid the
hunter, but none has become as important to us as the dog. The use of the ancestors of the wolf to
retrieve prey and be our loyal companions has set the dog apart. Its domestication, which took
thousands of years, is considered a remarkable accomplishment. The tie between hunting man and dog
goes so far back that the very word for hunting in ancient Greek is derived from the word dog.
Perhaps the most famous type of hunting is the safari, which was popularized by the American author
Ernest Hemingway. The word itself is from the Swahili, meaning long journey, and the most common
type of safari occurs in Africa. It was frequently several days or weeks of camping while stalking or
hunting big game, but in a more modern sense, it also encompassed trips through African national parks
to hunt or watch the big game. Unlike their predecessors who ran their prey down years before, the

modern African hunter often acquires a special license and enlists the aid of local professionals. There
is even a type of modern safari where no animals are killed. The photo-safari is exactly what its name
implies and a Polish photographer first used the term “bloodless hunt”.

How To Become A Professional Hunter In Africa
This Ebook Is A Step-by-step Information Resource To Help You Succeed As A Professional Hunter
And Succeed In The African Hunting Safari Business.
Get It Here!

New: The Essential Beginners Guide To Turkey Hunting
Discover The Essential Tips To Turkey Hunting Easily That The Pro's Use To Bag More Birds, Avoid
Costly Mistakes And Slash Your Learn Time In Half!
Get It Here!

Concealed Carry Brave Response Gun Holster
This Revolutionary Concealed Carry Holster Is Changing The Way Gun Owners Carry Firearms Every
Day. More Details Here!

Weekend Warrior Rock Climber Training Program
All Rock Climbers Want To Climb Stronger And Better, But Many Struggle With How To Train
Without Investing A Ton Of Time And Energy. Most Are Weekend Warriors Who Don't Have Ample
Time Or Energy. The Weekend Warrior Training Program Is The Solution.
Check It Out Here!

Article 2: The Nature-Friendly Hunter
The nature-friendly hunter’s motto is: Leave the woods the same as when you came. Well, minus an
animal or two of course. If you are going to be camping overnight, try to disturb as little of the
environment as possible. Don’t clear brush unnecessarily. Try to envision your trip as an overnight stay
at someone’s home. You are a guest in the habitat of many animals and some you aren’t even aware of.
Always bury your campfire to ensure that it will not reignite and cause a full-blown blaze in the
wilderness. Check your fire several times before leaving the area. Forest fires can be devastating to
natural areas for years afterwards. If left to spread out of control, a forest fire not only endangers the
lives of animals but the lives of citizens and firefighters as well.
Bodily functions are an unavoidable part of life. When relieving yourself, bury your fluids and
excrement with dirt to prevent disturbing territorial boundaries of animals.
If you pack it in, pack it out. Do not leave trash lying on the ground. Return your campsite as close to
its original condition as possible before leaving. Double check your gear before hiking out so that you
don’t unintentionally leave anything behind. Pack your food in airtight containers to avoid attracting
any hungry neighbors.
If you are installing a tree stand, choose a mature, healthy tree. Smaller trees may be permanently
damaged by the combined weight of your gear and your body. Consider tying back stray branches
instead of cutting them. Choosing a mature tree will provide you with more choices in large branches to
fasten your safety cord to as well.
A few safety tips
Be aware of your surroundings. Watch for bad weather and leave tree stands at the first signs of high
winds to avoid injuring yourself and the tree. Keep your eyes and ears open for flash floods. Dress
appropriately for the predicted weather in your area. Dressing in layers is helpful. Don’t forget your
safety orange clothing to alert other hunters in our area of your presence.
Be on the lookout for stow-aways in your bedding or gear like snakes, scorpions, or spiders. Shake out
all bedding and clothing, including your boots, before putting them on or packing them away for the
day. You wouldn’t want to pack an unwanted visitor and bring him home with you.
Bears, badgers, or other aggressive animals may be encountered when hunting. Keep your eyes open
and attempt to avoid any confrontations with any animal that you are not stalking. Keep in mind that
this is the animal’s home and you are the guest. Try to back quietly away from an animal without
disturbing it. If an animal attacks you, cover your head with your arms and roll into a tight ball to
protect your head and torso from injury.
Teach your children to respect nature and the environment when hunting together. The best way to
teach is by modeling respectful behavior while showing your children the basics of successful hunting.
This ensures that the joys of hunting can continue for generations to come.
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